Serial liver biopsies in blood donors with persistent HBs antigenaemia
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SYNOPSIS Initial liver biopsies from asymptomatic HBs antigen positive blood donors showed a range of histological abnormalities ranging from minor parenchymal lesions to cirrhosis. Twenty of these have now been followed up for periods of up to four years and during that time have had at least two liver biopsies. Throughout the period of study all the donors have remained carriers of HBs Ag, and there was no significant variation in the titres of antigen or the electron microscopic appearances of the serum in individual donors. The histological appearances of subsequent liver biopsies were not always the same as those seen initially, and while there appeared to be some improvement in three cases, there were nine in which the histological appearances were worse.

Over the past few years there have been a number of reports of liver disease in asymptomatic blood donors with persistent hepatitis B antigenaemia. The incidence and severity of liver disease revealed by these studies probably depends to some extent on the population from which they are drawn. In Copenhagen only a small proportion of donors were found to have histological evidence of liver disease (Banke et al, 1971; Reinicke et al, 1972) but a high incidence of abnormalities has been reported from Denver (Singleton et al, 1971) and from Chicago (Vittal et al, 1974). Bolin and his co-workers (1973) have suggested that drug addiction is an important factor influencing the presence of significant liver disease in the different centres. However, there were no narcotic users in the series from north-west England (Woolf et al, 1974) and yet a high incidence of histological abnormalities, including cirrhosis and chronic aggressive hepatitis, was found.

It is clearly important to determine the eventual outcome of the disease in these asymptomatic donors. This paper describes the findings in 20 of them who have had at least two liver biopsies with a minimal interval of 12 months between them.

Patients and methods

The original group of 34 blood donors described by Woolf et al (1974) was increased in number by the addition of further cases from the screening proce-
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in the donors are shown in the table. In addition the following points are of note.

1 **Cirrhosis** The original biopsy with cirrhosis showed a marked inflammatory infiltrate in the parenchyma and piecemeal necrosis. In a subsequent biopsy two years later the inflammation had subsided, the appearances being those of cryptogenic cirrhosis.

2 **Chronic aggressive hepatitis** In both subjects who subsequently showed cirrhosis, there was a diminution in the amount of inflammation in the portal tracts. Three cases remained within this group; the inflammation in the portal tracts was unchanged in one, decreased in one, and increased in the other.

3 **Chronic persistent hepatitis** Of the six cases of chronic persistent hepatitis which remained within this group there were two in which the inflammation in the portal tracts had diminished in intensity.

**CLINICAL COURSE**

Only one donor has developed symptoms during the follow-up period. This 26-year-old woman had abnormal liver function tests when first seen. The initial liver biopsy showed a chronic aggressive hepatitis. She subsequently developed symptoms in keeping with the clinical syndrome of chronic active hepatitis and was treated with corticosteroids and azathioprine. With this her symptoms improved and biochemical tests became normal. She remains well four years after presentation and the antigen titre is unaltered. The repeat liver biopsy showed a cirrhosis with aggressive features.

**BIOCHEMISTRY**

With the exception of the patient described above, there were no significant changes in the routine liver function tests or in the bromsulphalein retention tests in the carriers during the period of this investigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial biopsy</th>
<th>Most recent biopsy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cirrhosis CAH CPH FPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirrhosis</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic aggressive hepatitis</td>
<td>5 2 3 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic persistent hepatitis</td>
<td>8 0 2 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal parenchymal necrosis</td>
<td>6 0 0 4 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table** A comparison of histological diagnoses in the initial and most recent biopsies

**Discussion**

Our results show that the histological appearances of subsequent biopsies are not always the same as those seen initially, and while there appeared to be some improvement in three cases there were nine in which the histological appearances were worse. However, a good deal of caution should be exercised in considering whether there is sufficient evidence from these biopsies to say that the liver disease has progressed. The problem of sampling error has to be constantly borne in mind when one is examining small biopsies from a large organ. The chance of missing cirrhosis is probably minimal. Scheuer (1970), in a review of the use of liver biopsy in the diagnosis of cirrhosis, quoted the high degree of accuracy reported by Braunstein (1956) and Baggenstoss (1966). Both these authors used the Vim Silverman needle, which has a similar cutting action to that used in the present series and is preferable to the Menghini needle which may glance off hard tissue and so selectively sample the softer parenchyma. The differentiation of chronic aggressive and chronic persistent hepatitis is more difficult, and here sampling error could be relevant. There is no doubt that the severity of the disease process varies in different parts of the liver, and Dudley et al (1972) reported that one of their patients had areas in the liver which were consistent with chronic persistent and chronic aggressive hepatitis in different parts of the same specimen.

Although there appeared to be a deterioration of the histological appearances in some carriers from focal parenchymal necrosis to chronic persistent hepatitis, in some from chronic persistent hepatitis to chronic aggressive hepatitis, and in others from chronic aggressive hepatitis to cirrhosis, in no one individual had the histological appearances progressed through more than one of these stages. More prolonged observation of this type of carrier will be necessary if the possibility of a continuous progression from focal parenchymal necrosis to cirrhosis is to be demonstrated. The eventual diminution in the inflammatory activity in the liver may leave the histological appearance of cryptogenic cirrhosis.

The biochemical investigations do not show any corresponding evidence of deterioration in the routine liver function tests or the bromsulphalein retention test. These are relatively insensitive indicators of liver disease in asymptomatic blood donors and are only persistently abnormal in cases of chronic aggressive hepatitis (Woolf et al, 1974).

The titres of antigen in individual carriers remained constant over the period of study and the electron microscopic appearance of the serum remained unchanged. Previously the titre of antigen has been shown to be unrelated to the histological appearance.
of the liver (Woolf et al, 1974). In this study neither the titre nor the presence of Dane particles could be correlated with the progression of disease.
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